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Someone has truly said that “changes do not happen when circumstances
improve, it happens when we decide to change ourselves. Such people who lead
an aimless life do not believe in hard work but, always depend on destiny.
It is you, who weave your destiny if you do not work efficiently, you will not
achieve the best results of it. A person who has his goals set will not astray from
it. He won’t be misled by other temptations. He does not believe in destiny. He
loves his work and he will be efficient towards it and his energies won’t go waste.
If you have an ambition, no matter what, you can pursue it all your life and you
never get tired of it.
Ambition is something that drives you on and on and never to give up. So
therefore, it is necessary to decide what you aspire to become. Be it an engineer,
a doctor, teacher. The whole word is open. In my case, I aspire to become an
Aeronautical Engineer. This has always been my childhood dream. Aeronautical
engineering is a branch of aerospace engineering that deals with study and
creation of advanced technologies in the field of aviation, defense etc. One of the
reasons why I'd choose Aeronautical Engineering as my career choice is because
of my family and relatives. Most of the people in my family belong to an aviation
background and seeing them brought in me the enthusiasm to become an
Engineer. Most of all my brother had been quite a huge part of my inspiration ,
seeing him work hard to attain the goals he has set in his life and his work place
made me even more ambitious that I should not only become an engineer but
explore and become one of the best engineers . Universe has always been a
mystery for me, I always used to hear new stories about the universe which made
me even more keen to explore it and know what else it consists of. Since then I
always wanted to get into the aeronautics field of engineering so that I could get
the opportunity to be one of those people I used to look up in magazines and
newspapers.

